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I think something special about visiting Hessenland is

our smaller team of staff that allows all our guests to

get to know us and really create a connection with us!  

The connections we're able to create with our guests

are unique from what you would find at a bigger

establishment and allow for a more personalized stay! 

 We strive to be able to have more meaningful

interactions with our guests and doing so makes our

jobs more enjoyable and encourages our guests to feel

like they really are a part of the Hessenland family

and welcome anytime!  This is why I wanted to

interview some of the more prominent faces of our

staff team so that you as the guest feel comfortable

and like you already know us before you even walk

through our doors!  In addition, our Huron County

locals make excellent tour guides of the area and

shared some of their favourites for you to try as well!



What's your favourite thing about

working at Hessenland?

It's never boring!

What's your favourite spot around

Hessenland? (Waterfall, Gazebo, The

Guest House, Etc.)

The top of the Sunset Tower.

What's your favourite Hessenland

event?

Definitely Novemberfest, even if we

haven't been able to do it the last

couple of years because of COVID.
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What do you think is the most

underrated place/spot/experience at

Hessenland? 

Hessenland in the evening,

What's something you wish people

knew before booking a room at

Hessenland?

How unique the Hessenland

experience is.  In travelling it's hard

to find nice clean hotels that aren't a

massive chain.  Although Hessenland

is small it has amazing character.

What's your favourite Hessenland

meal past or present?

Veggie Stir Fry.
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What's the most rewarding part of

your job?

Speaking with customers, brides,

families, etc.  I love getting to know

everyone's story and having them

leave with a smile on their faces.

What's the most challenging part of

your job?

Keeping track of things.  I tend to set

things down, menus, clipboards, keys,

and then forget where I've set them...

Good thing we have such an amazing

team who is always on the lookout

for me!

What's the biggest piece of advice

for someone who might be looking

to do something like what you do

now?

Be prepared to work hard.  Often, I

think the work that goes into

hospitality and event planning is

overlooked, there is lots of hard work

and small details involved.  Sure,

there are a lot of glamour moments,

but also sometimes you'll need to be

scrubbing toilets.  If you have a

willing attitude a career in

hospitality can be very rewarding.

What's your favourite Schatz wine?

Blume Vidal.

What did you do before you joined

the Hessenland team?

I was in child and youth care and

didn't think it was for me so I decided

to go back to school for events!

If you weren't working at

Hessenland, what do you think you

would be doing career wise?

Probably something that involves a

lot of organizational skills but no

spelling skills.
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What pathway did you take to get to

where you are now? (University,

College, or jumping right in.)

I went to Fanshawe for event

planning and started working at

Hessenland while still in school.  Real

job experience can't be beat,

especially at a smaller place where

you get to dip your toes in all areas.

What made you move to the

area/decide to stay in the area?

Family.  Born and raised here.  The

house we purchased is down the

street from my entire family,

siblings, parents, and even cousins.  I

wouldn't trade it for the world.

What's your favourite part about

living in Huron County?

Everybody knows everybody!

Where do you think is the most

underrated place to visit in Huron

County?

The ultimate Huron County hidden

gem is mid summer wen you're out at

night, on a walking trail, driving the

backroads, basically anywhere with

lots of trees, you'll see hundreds of

fireflies.  It's my favourite thing by

far.
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What's your favourite place to visit in

Grand Bend?

The beach itself, lots of sand and

beautiful views of the sunset... second

best would be BeaverTails, I mean come

on, those things are delicious!

What's your favourite place to visit in

Bayfield?

Copenhagen.  It's this cute little "fast"

food place with vegetarian poutine and

falafel tacos... plus it's also an ice cream

shop.  It's right near the park so you can

get your food and sit at a picnic table in

the park.

 I've hiked/climbed a mountain

completely barefoot.

I have an incredibly large family,

like 25 nieces and nephews large.

I'm obsessed with my fur babies.

We have 2 dogs, 3 cats, a

hedgehog, and a bearded dragon

that I wouldn't trade for the

world.

What do you like to do in your free

time?

I have no free time... lol just kidding,

don't put that. I like gardening,

hiking, and scrapbooking.

What are 3 random yet interesting

facts about you that the other

questions haven't touched on?

1.

2.

3.


